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Welcome!
Firstly to introduce ourselves, we are  
two sisters who share a lifelong passion  
for pattern, colour and the traditional  
arts – providing the basis for everything  
we create here at Sand & Sushi.   

Our new venture offers a fresh look  
at wallpapers, combining the expertise  
and style of the Victorian and East  
Asian traditions with a fresh and  
modern take on home decor.

All of our papers are original hand  
illustrated patterns drawn up here  
in our Dorset studio.

Bespoke service...
As an aside to our own designs we  
offer a bespoke service for clients  
who want to create a specific look  
from scratch or recreate a found  
period paper. We collaborate using 
shared references and provide  
guidance on various finishes to  
meet your needs, bringing new life  
or that authentic look to any new  
development.

We hope you love our wallpapers as 
much as we love creating them...
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Wallpaper: ‘Dorset Meadow - Marshmallow’

Dorset Meadow | 
This pattern is inspired by the wind blown meadow flowers found in gardens and fields all along the Jurassic coast 
during late summer. An original illustration created in 2020.

Dimensions - Length 10.05m x Width 52cm | Repeat 51cm

‘Dorset Meadow - Autumn’

‘Dorset Meadow - Pumpkin’

‘Dorset Meadow - Mustard Seed’

‘Dorset Meadow - Sky’

‘Dorset Meadow - Solent’
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| Yerba Buena
Reproduced for you here on beautiful parchment paper. Inspired by the warm exotic plants found in the San Francisco Bay Area.  

Yerba Buena is Spanish for ‘good herb’ and the settlement name for the area that is now famoulsy known as San Francisco. 

Dimensions - Length 10.05m x Width 52cm | Repeat 52 cm

‘Dorset Meadow - Volcanic’

‘Dorset Meadow - Hopi’

Wallpaper: ‘Yerba Buena - Zuni’
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Thais’ Bower | 
Thais is pronounced ‘Tah-ees’ after the libertine beauty in the novel of the same name by Anatole France - porportedly derived 
from the legend of the notorious Greek Thias who travelled with Alexander the Great and converted from ‘Sinner’ to ‘Saint’.  

Dimensions - Length 10.05m x Width 52cm | Repeat 36.5cm

‘Thais’ Bower - Muslin’

‘Thais’ Bower - Sapphire’

‘Thais’ Bower - Wedgewood’

‘Thais’ Bower - Heather’

Wallpaper: ‘Thais’ Bower - Hay’
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| Manchurian Crane
Featuring one of the worlds rarest cranes, as a symbol of luck, longevity and fidelity.  

The East Asian crane is surrounded by a swirl of European flowers. An original illustration created in 2019.

Dimensions - Length 10.05m x Width 52cm | Repeat 51cm

‘Manchurian Crane - Argile’

‘Manchurian Crane - Eggshell Blue’

‘Manchurian Crane - Sundown’

Wallpaper: ‘Manchurian Crane - Dark Lilac’

‘Manchurian Crane - Trombone’
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Hawthorn Nebula | 
Add a touch of spring and femininity to any space. Watercolour studies were taken of these beautiful garden plants to create this gentle repeating pattern.  
Hawthorn Nebula is printed on a subtly pearlised paper to give it that little bit of sparkle and magic. ‘The cosmos is like a bank of flowers’ Thich Nhat Hanh. 

Dimensions - Length 10.05m x Width 52cm | Repeat 45cm

‘Hawthorn Nebula - Soft Steel’

‘Hawthorn Nebula - Rabbits Ear’

Wallpaper: ‘Hawthorn Nebula - Antique Gold’
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| Bahusu
‘Bahusu’ is printed on a subtly pearlised parchment paper.  

“The lotus flower blooms most beautifully from the deepest and thickest mud”. An original illustration created in 2019.

Dimensions - Length 10.05m x Width 52cm | Repeat 20cm

‘Bahusu - Damson’

‘Bahusu - Oxblood’

‘Bahusu - Porcelain’

Wallpaper: ‘Bahusu - Saffron’
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Japanese Bee | 
Featuring the Japanese honey bee who performes a dance on our papers in amongst florishes of foliage and honeycomb.   

Dimensions - Length 10.05m x Width 52cm | Repeat 31cm

‘Japanese Bee - Incarnat’

‘Japanese Bee - Gothic’

Wallpaper: ‘Japanese Bee - Luna’

‘Japanese Bee - Dawn Mist’
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‘Secret Garden - Duna’

‘Secret Garden - Lichen’

Wallpaper: ‘Secret Garden - Fawn’ (1 meter wide)

| Secret Garden
If you want to transport your chosen room into a botanical wonderland this is the wallpaper for you. Inspired by trav-

els through NewZealand and it’s stunning flora and fauna. An original hand crafted illustration created in 2020.

Dimensions - Length 10.05m x Width 100cm | Repeat 90cm

‘Secret Garden - Ord’

‘Secret Garden - Napier’
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Wild Thing | 
Inspired by our favourite childrens stories and adventures at the bottom of the garden... help bring a little wilderness in to your home. 

Dimensions - Length 10.05m x Width 52cm | Repeat 33cm

‘Wild Thing - Brazza’

‘Wild Thing - Javan’

‘Wild Thing - Mandrill’

‘Wild Thing - Golden Lion’

‘Wild Thing - Gelada’

Wallpaper: ‘Wild Thing - Cotton Top’
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| Crows Nest
We dedicated a pattern to this intelligent and majestic bird,  

often found cawing on mass late in the evening as they settle in to roost.

Dimensions - Length 10.05m x Width 52cm | Repeat 36cm

‘Crows Nest - Taupe’

‘Crows Nest - Enstatite’

‘Crows Nest - Chin Blue’

Wallpaper: ‘Crows Nest - Sea Green’
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‘Origami Armi - Muted Ronin’

‘Origami Armi - Gold Ronin’

Wallpaper: ‘Origami Armi - Red Ronin’

Origami Armi | 
Inspired by the Japanese art of paper folding we have created an image of the samurai warrior Ronin -  
the ‘wandering man’ as he faces himself in battle. 

Dimensions - Length 10.05m x Width 52cm | Repeat 12.5cm
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| Tiny Estate
A recreation of a wallpaper found under layers of other wallpapers in the renovation of ‘Tiny Estate’.  

An original illustration created in 2020.

Dimensions - Length 10.05m x Width 52cm | Repeat 41cm

(AGED) ‘Tiny Estate - Original’

(AGED) ‘Tiny Estate - Shelley’

(AGED) ‘Tiny Estate - Victoria’

(AGED) ‘Tiny Estate - Plath’

‘Tiny Estate - Bronte’

‘Tiny Estate - Austen’

Wallpaper: ‘Tiny Estate - Jane’
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Wild Rosa | 
Inspired by the Chinese papers created for the western markets during and before the victorian era. We are offering you your own little piece  
of luxury, exclusively hand drawn and painted for your home. Wild Rosa is printed on our Parchment paper to give it that authentic soft finish.

Dimensions - Length 10.05m x Width 52cm | Repeat 98cm

‘Wild Rosa - Soft Turquoise’

‘Wild Rosa - Powder Pink’

‘Wild Rosa - Olive Grove’

‘Wild Rosa - India Crimson’

‘Wild Rosa - Powder Sea Green’

Wallpaper: ‘Wild Rosa - Old Boat’

‘Wild Rosa - Danube Indigo’
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New children’s 
collection coming 

in 2021
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Index by collection

DMEMM

‘Solent’

‘Mustard Seed’ ‘Sky’

‘Pumpkin’‘Autumn’

DORSET MEADOW - ‘Marshmallow’

‘Muslin’ ‘Wedgewood’ ‘Sundown’

THAIS’ BOWER - ‘Hay’ MANCURIAN CRANE - ‘Dark Lilac’THAIHAY MCDLILAC

‘Sapphire’ ‘Eggshell Blue’

‘Heather’ ‘Argile’

‘Trombone’

‘Hopi’

YERBA BUENA - ‘Zuni’ YERBUEZ

‘Volcanic’

MCSUNDNTHAIMUS MCTRMBTHAIWEDG

MCESBLUETHAISBSAP

MCARGLETHAIHEA

DMEAUT DMEPUM YERBUEH

DMSKY YERBUEVDMEMUS

DMESOL
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Index by collection

‘Gothic’ 

‘Duna’

JAPANESE BEE - ‘Luna’

SECRET GARDEN - ‘Fawn’ (1m wide pattern)

JBLUN

SEGFAW

‘Incarnat’ 

‘Ord’

‘Dawn Mist’

‘Damson’ 

BAHUSU - ‘Saffron’ BAHSAF

‘Oxblood’ 

‘Porcelain’

‘Rabbits Ear’  

HAWTHRON NEBULA - ‘Antique Gold’ HAWNEBG

‘Soft Steel’ 

‘Lichen’ 

‘Napier’ SEGDUN

JBGOTHAWNEBR

BAHDAM SEGNAP

SEGORD

JBINCHAWNNEBS

BAHOX

SEGLICH

JBDAW

BAHPOR
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Index by collection

‘Austen’

TINY ESTATE -‘Jane’ TINESTJA

‘Bronte’

‘Plath’ (AGED)  

‘Victoria’ (AGED)

‘Shelley’ (AGED)   

‘Original’ (AGED)  

‘Gold Ronin’

ORIGAMI ARMI - ‘Red Ronin’ OAREDR

OAGOLDR

OAMUTDR‘Muted Ronin’

‘China Blue’

CROWS NEST - ‘Sea Green’ CNSGREY

CNCBLUE

TINESTORTINESTPL 

TINESTBR 

TINESTVC TINESTAU

CNENSTA

CNTAUPE‘Taupe’ 

‘Enstatite’  

‘Brazza’

WILD THING - ‘Cotton Top’ WTCOTTO

WTBRAZZ WTGOLDLI

WTGELADWTJAVAN

WTMANDR

‘Javan’

‘Mandrill’

‘Golden Lion’

‘Gelada’

TINESTSH
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Index by collection

‘Danube Indigo’ 

WILD ROSA - ‘Old Boat’ WRCHINOB

‘Powder Sea Green’

‘India Crimson’ 

‘Olive Grove’ 

‘Soft Turquoise’ 

‘Powder Pink’ 

ORDERS

UK - PRINT TO ORDER 
We have a print-to-order on all our wallpapers.  
Our lead time is up to 4 weeks.  
Please note: This timeline also includes the delivery  
of your order.  All orders will be provided with an  
estimated delivery date, this will be emailed to you,  
the customer within 48 hours of your order being placed.

STOCK OF OUR WALLPAPERS
We do on occasion have low stocked quantities of our 
wallpaper, your wallpaper will take between 3-5 days.  
Sand & Sushi will notify you of this within 24 hours.

EUROPE & USA - PRINT TO ORDER 
We have a print-to-order on all our wallpapers.  
Our lead time is up to 5 weeks.

WRCHINI

WRCHING

WRCHINDIG

WRCHINT

WRCHINP

WRCHINO 

Please note: This timeline also includes the delivery of  
your order.  All orders will be provided with an estimated 
delivery date, this will be emailed to you, the customer 
within 48 hours of your order being placed.

OVERSEAS & CUSTOMS
Unfortunately we do not accept responsibility for any  
additional import or custom fees that may be applied 
when entering your delivery country.  This includes  
shipments to the EU post Brexit.   
 
DELIVERY & RETURNS
Please head over to our website sandandsushi.com  
where you will find details regarding our Delivery  
& Returns policy.  

orders@sandandsushi.com

Contact us

www.sandandsushi.com

hello@sandandsushi.com

SAMPLES
If you would like samples sent out to you  
please go to the website or contact us on 
orders@sandandsushi.com

Find us on instagram @sandandsushi
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Wallcovering Hanging Instructions
| Please do take care when installing you’re wallpaper,  
 or hiring a professional for installation, as we are  
 unable to compensate install fees for tradesmen  
 or third parties, or take responsibility for any  
 installation errors.

| All our wallpapers are ‘Paste The Wall’ - this means  
 the decorator should paste the wall and NOT the  
 paper.

| We recommend a premium quality tub adhesive  
 or an equivalent good quality pH neutral, solvent-free,  
 fungicide protected, light grade adhesive should  
 be used. Do NOT use self-mix adhesives. All-purpose  
 and heavy-duty pastes are not suitable.

| Try to avoid getting adhesive on the printed surface  
 of the wallpaper. If you do, gently wipe off with  
 a clean dry sponge, and then use clean water  
 only with no soap or cleaning liquids.
 

Preparation
| Please ensure surfaces are clean, smooth, and dry,  
 removing any old wallcoverings, loose paint or dirt,  
	 and	filling	any	holes	or	cracks	before	smoothing	 
 down.
 
| Roughen any painted surfaces with sandpaper  
 to achieve a good key, and on walls with powdery  
	 or	flaky	areas,	scrape	clean	and	paint	with	an	 
 oil-based primer, allowing it to dry completely.
 
| If your walls are freshly plastered please ensure  
 they are suitably sealed.

| For best results always cross-line the wall horizontally  
 with a good quality lining paper and allow it to dry  
 completely.

Application
| Check that you’re wallpaper rolls are undamaged  
 and that the design/colorway is correct. Cut your  
	 lengths	allowing	for	pattern	matching	and	for	final		 	
 trimming top and bottom.
 
| Check that all paper is the right way up and, if unsure,  
 consult our website or get in touch.
 
| Cut lengths according to the height of your walls  
 and the pattern repeat, allowing a couple of inches  
 at the top and bottom for trimming.
 
| Use a plumb line or spirit level to make a straight  
	 vertical	line	when	hanging	the	first	length.
 
| Using a roller, apply the paste evenly to the wall,  
 covering slightly more surface area than needed  
 for one length.
 
| Apply you’re cut the length of wallpaper to the top  
 of the wall and gently smooth the paper to the wall  
 using a clean, dry decorator’s brush.
 
| Gently smooth out air bubbles, working from the  
 center towards the edges.

| Ensure each length of paper butt up together  
 and avoid overlapping edges.
 
| Trim excess paper at the top and bottom using  
 a sharp blade.
 
| Check as you progress; after hanging 2-3 lengths  
 you should inspect the result to ensure there are  
 no faults present, and contact us if you encounter  
 any problems. No claim can be made once more  
 than one roll has been hung.

| Don’t forget that all lengths should have the same  
 drying conditions, so take care to avoid temperature  
	 fluctuations	from	heating	or	draughts	during	the	 
 drying process.

 Please note that wallpaper is printed in batches. There can sometimes be a slight variation in the colour across  
different batches so please be sure to order the correct amount so we can supply you with rolls from the same batch. 

Ordering additional rolls at a later date may result in that batch being sold out.
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Sand & Sushi

 www.sandandsushi.com | hello@sandandsushi.com




